ABSTRACT: Textile reinforced concrete is known for having a load-bearing behavior which is very sensitive to bond properties of the fabric reinforcement. Since there is a lack of information on the stress-strain behavior under biaxial loading a study has been started to conduct the behavior under tension-tension loading. The paper discusses the test setup used for this study. Obtaining representative stress-strain curves may be difficult for two reasons. Firstly, additional layers of reinforcement in the load introduction area and secondly, the specimen geometry necessary for load introduction leads to an increased stiffness outside the central measuring area. Different measures ensure that this disturbing effect has negligible impact on the strain distribution within the centrally located measuring area. Through comparing with uniaxial reference tests, it has been proved that representative stress-strain curves under biaxial loading can be obtained. On this basis, a detailed analysis of the loadbearing behavior of textile reinforced concrete is possible.
INTRODUCTION
Multiaxial loading on components of reinforced concrete results in an interaction of the load carrying behavior in the two main directions. If this interaction is neglected, there is the risk of wrongly estimating the load-carrying behavior. Numerous research groups have been concerned with this question and developed different models, e.g. the compression field theory and their advancements [Vec86, Nak94] .
Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) is a new composite material which is fine-grained concrete reinforced by technical textiles made of high performance fibers from different materials. The load-carrying behavior under uniaxial tensile stresses and under bending loads has already been examined in detail, see e.g. [Jes99, Jes01, Mol01, Heg04, Jes04, Mol05] . According to these studies, there is a strong dependence of the load carrying behavior on bond properties between filaments and between filaments and matrix. Some aspects of biaxial loading such as crack face shift [Heg03] and the influence of the reinforcement orientation have already been examined [Heg03, Jes04] . Under multiaxial loading a dependence of the load-carrying capacity on the load in the transverse direction appears [Heg04a] . Compression stress in transverse direction leads to an increase in the load-carrying capacity, while tensile stress leads to a decrease. At the moment, no results about the influence of multiaxial loading on the stress-strain behavior have been published yet.
First, we consider tension-tension loading as a simple special case of multiaxial loading. From tests with reinforced concrete components it is well-known that the bond between steel and concrete is disturbed by reinforcement-parallel cracks, which hence leads to a reduction of the tension stiffening effect [Keu04] . From the sensitivity of the load-carrying behavior of textile reinforced concrete in relation to bond properties of the reinforcement, it can be assumed that TRC also reacts to reinforcement-parallel cracks, which can result from tensile stress in the transverse direction. This question is to be clarified in tests at disk-shaped specimens under biaxial tension stress loading.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Test Setup
General
For characterizing the load-carrying behavior two different kinds of tests were performed. Biaxial tests with tension-tension loading were carried out in test equipment developed particularly for textile reinforced concrete. Due to the expenditure for the production and execution of the tests and the multitude of different parameters which can be examined, it has been decided to perform just one test per parameter combination. In order to strengthen the explanatory power for each of the main load directions, three samples from each concreting batch were examined in uniaxial tests as reference. On the basis of these reference values, explanatory power of the results of the biaxial tests can be estimated.
Textile reinforced concrete is a composite material with strongly anisotropic material properties. The additionally existing asymmetry of weft and warp direction forces the entire quadrant to be analyzed, which was divided into sections of 9 degrees, so the entire quadrant could be covered by 11 single tests.
Uniaxial tension tests
For the uniaxial tests with strain specimens, samples with dimensions of 400 mm × 30 mm × 8 mm were used. Hydraulic standard test equipment with a capacity of 100 kN from WPM Leipzig (Germany) was used for the examination. The load introduction was realized via a clamping anchorage between two parallel steel plates. To avoid stress peaks in the load introduction between the steel plates and the concrete samples, sheets of 0.5 mm thick rubber were placed. The load was applied deformation-controlled with a rate of 1 mm/min. The strains were measured with a clip-on extensometer on the basis of two strain transducers DD1 from HBM (Darmstadt, Germany). During the test force, crosshead displacement and specimen's deformation at front and back have been measured. The controlling LVDT was also recorded also with a MGC data acquisition system (Darmstadt, Germany). From these data, stress-strain curves are generated for evaluation.
Biaxial testing machine
The biaxial test equipment consists of a steel framework. In both centerlines in each direction, two doubly working cylinders were attached on the opposite sides. At each cylinder, a LVDT was placed for the measurement of the cylinder displacement and a load cell was placed as well. Each of the cylinders could be controlled separately by a control computer. Geometry of the test sample was developed in an extensive parameter study with the help of a finite element analysis and nonlinear material behavior. The emphasis was put on the minimization of strain obstruction in loading direction due to the load introduction construction and sample geometry in the transverse direction [Mic05] .
The test samples had external dimensions of 700 mm × 700 mm and a thickness of 8 mm. In the center there is a 200 mm × 200 mm measuring area (see Fig. 2 .1). The measuring area was surrounded by load diffusion area of 100 mm. Four load introduction teeth with a length of 150 mm were arranged at each side of this 400 mm × 400 mm large concrete plane. The separating sawing cuts between the teeth were necessary to reduce the strain handicap during tensile stress in the transverse direction. Simulations suggest that the strain distribution with this sample geometry in the measuring area deviates less than 5 percent from the maximum value [Mic05] .
The load introduction teeth of the sample were equipped with holes for the attachment of pull latches with anchors and sawing cuts between the individual load introduction teeth. They represented significant profile attenuations of the sample. As a consequence, the boundary regions of the sample were more strongly reinforced in order to avoid a failure of the load introduction areas in the test.
The samples were reinforced with two layers of textile reinforcement. In preliminary tests the additional textile reinforcement consisted of 3 layers of the same material. The additional reinforcing layers ended 5 cm towards the sawing cuts, 5 cm before the actual measuring area. The reinforcement of the strengthened area was significantly higher (around 150 %) in both main directions than the reinforcement of the measuring area.
After the preliminary tests, the reinforcement was reduced from three to two layers. Furthermore, the additional reinforcing layers were cut in the direction of the sawing cuts. The placement of these cuts is marked in Fig. 2 .1. The separation cuts caused the additional reinforcement to take part only in the direction of the introduced load, which thus had no noticeable influence on the transverse direction.
The effect of type, quantity and arrangement of this reinforcement on the results in the nonstrengthened measuring area is discussed in the following sections.
Measuring technique
The deformations of the biaxial test samples were measured using digital close range photogrammetry. The measurement took place at discrete points on one side of the sample surface within a 200 mm 200 mm large measuring area, marked in Fig. 2. 1. This area consisted of a regular raster of five axes in both main directions. The measuring points were arranged in the intersections of the axes. The spacing of the raster lines is 5 cm in each case in both main directions. The axis description contains the loading direction within the first number. The second number describes axis position in the measuring grid with ongoing numbering from left to right.
During the test, the position of each measuring point in the three-dimensional space was recorded every two seconds. The first noted load step was defined as reference condition of the unloaded sample. From the relative deformation of two arbitrary measuring points to the reference condition, the strain between these two points could be determined for each individual load step of the test.
The measuring area in the center of the test sheet was regarded as being undisturbed. The margin distortions do not have significant influence on the strain behavior of the sample within this area. Appropriate results of the preliminary tests are evaluated and discussed in section 3.
For the tests, the measuring points were limited to the actual measuring area. For individual tests, the measuring area was expanded on the entire area of the sample, in order to be able to review the influence of the marginal distortions and the distribution of the strains over the entire measuring area.
Materials
A fine grained concrete with a maximum grain size of 1 mm was used for the matrix. The uniaxial compressive strength at mortar prism was approximately 80 N/mm², the tensile bending strength was about 7 N/mm². A detailed mixed design and characteristics of fresh and hardened concrete can be found in [Jes04] .
A stitch bonded fabric of type NWM3-026-05 was used as textile reinforcement. The structure of the fabric is shown in Fig. 2.2 and Table 1 , respectively. Yarn spacing in both directions was approximately 7.2 mm. Two layers of the reinforcement were incorporated into the specimens. In preliminary tests, three layers had been used. Thus, the reinforcing ratio was about 1.52 % (2.29 % for preliminary tests) in the measuring area. 
Quality of strain measurement and strain distribution
The average strains were determined in five axes spaced 5 cm within the measuring area in each main direction. With the attached reinforcement it was expected that the crack spacing would correspond with the yarn spacing of the reinforcing material. Within a range of 5 cm a number between 7 and 9 cracks was expected. This means a variation in the determined strains of 15 %. In the case of an enlargement of the reference length, this influence becomes negligible. A reference length of 20 cm, which is equal to the length of the entire measuring area, leads to an acceptable accuracy in the determination of the strains with a variation of 3.5% or less. The position of the cracks has no significant influence on the measured strains.
With the experimental assembly used, the element deformations were measured only at one surface of the sample. The strain determination over the peripheral points of the measuring area can lead to measuring errors, since out-of-plane deformations of the sample surface cannot be covered. In this case, the straight line pulling of a pre-deformed specimen would be interpreted as an additional strain. For average strain calculation, deformations are evaluated on a polygonal line between all measuring points of one axis in the measuring area. Out-ofplane deformations of the specimen's surfaces are covered at length determination:
Strain for load step t over peripheral points: 
Stress-strain curves
Stress-strain curves are plotted for axes 2.1 and 2.5 of the measuring area. The stress ratio of the preliminary test presented in Fig. 3 .1 is 1 / 2 = 0. Thus, this is a uniaxial loading of the test specimen in warp direction (direction 2). Multiple cracking starts at approximately 3 N/mm². The final cracking pattern is achieved at a concrete stress of approximately 5 N/mm² and a strain of 3.3 ‰. Until multiple cracking has finished, all curves are quasi-congruent with each other. At the beginning of state IIb, noticeable differences in the curves can be identified. The presented stress-strain behavior is very typical of the test setup used.
In general, all axes in the margins (2.1 and 2.5) show lower mean strains. The middle axis 2.3 shows the highest mean strain. In normal cases the middle axis 2.3 shows the highest strain values.
It is assumed that the stiffness in the marginal area with additional reinforcement is higher than in the measuring area without additional reinforcement. The marginal distortion thus leads to a strain handicap that wears off with an increasing distance from the specimen's margin. The following causes lead to this stiffness increase in the marginal area.
Material-induced marginal distortions:
In the load introduction area of the specimen, additional layers of reinforcement are inserted, which are anchored in the marginal area of the slab. The additional reinforcement increases the load-bearing capacity in this area but has a hardening effect on the strain behavior.
Geometrical-induced marginal distortions:
The specimen geometry is not regular. The load introduction teeth, each one being perpendicular to a loading direction, increase the specimen's stiffness because they quasi increase the concrete section. Thus, on the one hand, the bending stiffness of the marginal area is increased. On the other hand, a load dispersion occurs, which in turn leads to a load decrease in the concrete section and thus to lower strains. Hence, the specimen's geometry also leads to an increased stiffness of the marginal area.
Strain fields
The stress-strain curves point to an uneven strain distribution within the specimen. In order to get a better overview of the strain distribution in the measuring area, strains are subsequently represented graphically. The strain field represents the mean strain at axis intersections of the measuring area. A reference length of 10 cm has been chosen for strain investigation. Therefore, with a grid consisting of 5 5 measuring points, three strain values can be calculated in loading direction and are presented in the respective 5 axes of the measuring area.
The comparison of strains in axes 1 to 5 shows that the influence of the marginal distortion wears off toward the specimen center. A comparison of stress-strain curves of the biaxial test with the uniaxial reference test will show, whether the middle axes of the measuring area (1.3 and 2.3) could be assumed as undisturbed, i.e. that the marginal distortion has worn off completely. Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show strain fields of two preliminary test series with uniaxial loading in weft and warp direction respectively. As already shown in Fig. 3 .1, a decrease in strains orthogonal to the loading direction can be recognized. This decrease can be described approximately with a steady curvature. The qualitative course of the curvature has been drawn as a dotted line in both diagrams.
However, for a final assessment of this problem, the available number of points in the measuring area seems to be too low. Therefore, within some tests, additional markers were applied outside the measuring area to the specimens' margins. The distance between the measuring points was kept constant. The measuring grid on the specimen was extended to 9 9 points. One can see clearly that the strains perpendicular to the loading direction decrease toward the specimens' margins. The strain decline at the margins of the measuring area perpendicular to the loading direction, which is as already observable in Fig. 3 .5, is now visible in its twodimensional characteristic. The smaller curvature compared to preliminary tests must be attributed to a change of the number of additionally reinforcing layers. The reduction of additional reinforcements from three to two layers as well as cutting the reinforcement in the marginal area in prolongation of saw cuttings reduces the stiffening effect of the materialinduced marginal distortion.
Perpendicular to the loading direction, strains fall from the middle axis to the border. In Fig.  3 .5 this behavior is idealized as a constant curvature. In loading direction, a fall appears only in marginal fields, which can be attributed to the additional reinforcing layers in the load introduction area. In the measuring area itself, strains are distributed rather evenly. The strain distribution is therefore approximated using a straight line in Fig. 3 .5.
The center of the sheet is least disturbed. However, the question of how large the strain differences are compared to an undisturbed uniaxial loaded specimen is still open. As verification uniaxial reference tests were used which enable to measure the stress-strain behavior without marginal distortions. These stress-strain curves from biaxial tests are superposed with appropriate curves from uniaxial reference test. In the following test results from preliminary tests (three additional reinforcing layers) and regular tests (two additional reinforcing layers) are compared. The load is applied in warp-direction. 
CONCLUSIONS
A special test setup for biaxial loading of TRC has been developed. The main objective of this paper has been to discuss the influence of additional reinforcement layers in the load introduction area of the specimens on the stress-strain behavior under biaxial loading.
As the analysis of stress-strain curves and strain-field diagrams shows, the mean strains decrease orthogonally to the loading direction toward the specimen's border. Marginal distortions have been identified to be the main reasons for that. They are caused by an increased reinforcing ratio (material-induced marginal distortions) and by load introduction cogs (geometrical induced marginal distortions). Both effects lead to an increased stiffness in the margin of the specimen and thus to a strain handicap in the central measuring area.
Reduction of extra reinforcements and cutting of extra reinforcement in the margin of the specimen eliminate this stiffening influence effectively. The middle axis of the measurement area can be considered as undisturbed. Thus for upcoming test series it is assumed that this test setup and uniaxial reference tests will lead to directly comparable results.
